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FROM THE EDITOR

We are excited 
to share the 
latest issue of 

Pickle with attendees at 
this year’s Cannes Film 
Festival and Market. It is 
a memorable occasion, 
as this edition marks the 
celebration of  India’s 75 
years of  Independence and 
the Cannes Film Festival’s 
75th anniversary. India is 
the Country of  Honour at 
the Cannes this year.
As the world opens up 
following COVID-19, it 
is a joyous occasion for 
both India and Cannes 
to embark on their new 
journey. At Cannes, 
India’s imprint can be 
seen everywhere (see story 
on engaging with India). 
To make this possible, 
the Ministry of  Information 
and Broadcasting shifted gears, 
collaborating with Marche Du Film 
to frame India’s M&E vision at 
Cannes. (Visit the India Pavilion at 
109 Village International, Riviera.)
For the 20th year in a row, the 
Confederation of  Indian Industry 
(CII) will be at the Cannes Film 
Market at Palais (Stand 24.01) with 
exhibitors, B2B meetings, and 
handhold independent filmmakers.
The Cannes will provide a platform 
for Indian filmmakers and producers 
(both mainstream and independent) 
to market their films to international 
markets and collaborate for co-
production projects with global 
studios. This year, India will be 
represented at the Cannes by over 
100 Indian companies and 250 
delegates.

The future of  cinema is here 
as India’s A R Rahman makes 
his directorial debut with 
the film LeMusk (cinematic 
sensory VR experience) that 
premieres at Cannes XR.  
This pathbreaking immersive 
cinema is set to completely 
transform the filmmaking 
industry. It breaks new 
ground in art and technology 
by bringing together worlds, 
mediums, and cultures.
Thierry Fremaux of  the 
Cannes Film Festival made 
a point a few years ago when 
he said that a new breed 
of  Indian filmmakers want 
to be Martin Scorsese of 
cinema and acknowledged 
the changing face of  Indian 
cinema. That vision is 
becoming a reality. “It is 
‘Non-Bollywood’ that is poised 

to be the latest buzzword. It is most 
certainly on the way to becoming 
the space where the world will 
increasingly engage with Indian 
cinema in the foreseeable future,” 
says film critic Saibal Chatterjee.
We have an interview with veteran 
filmmaker Shaji N Karun whose 
film Swaham was the last to 
compete from India in the Cannes 
Competition. “It is time for us to 
reflect and re-imagine and bring 
poetry into our filmmaking,” he 
says.

We are optimistic for the best time 
ahead for Indian cinema.   

Feel free to email 
your thoughts and 
suggestions.

A BIG THANKYOU TO ALL OUR READERS,
ADVERTISERS AND WELL-WISHERS

www.pickle.co.in
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As India emerges from the global pandemic, 
the red carpet has been rolled out for the global 
filmmaking community, while ensuring that all 
safety protocols are in place, and permissions 
processes have been further simplified under 
the Ease of  Doing Business policy to make 
filmmaking a beautiful experience in the 
world’s largest filmmaking country.

Welcome to 
India!

As it prepares to face the challenges of  a post-Covid world, India, 
the world’s largest filmmaking country, is once again rolling 
out the red carpet for the global filmmaking community to 

explore the beauty of  filming in India.

The importance of  original content creation cannot be overstated as 
India embarks on a journey to build a robust ecosystem that fosters 
talent and growth. Today, thanks to technological advancements, 
good content knows no geographical boundaries, and to make 
filming in India a memorable experience, the Government of  India 
has ensured a smooth process for filmmakers.

“India is a very old civilisation. With a diversity of  cultures and 
languages, we have a lot of  stories to offer to the world. Today we 
feel that India can be the content hub of  the world with these stories. 
The epics of  Ramayan and Mahabharat have been a major source 
of  inspiration for various aspects of  human life over the centuries, 
and the fables in these stories offer lessons to humanity in many 
ways,” says Anurag Singh Thakur, Union Minister for Information 
& Broadcasting and Youth Affairs & Sports.

Established in 2016, the Film Facilitation Office (FFO) of  the 
Ministry of  I&B, Government of  India, is housed under the aegis 
of  the National Film Development Corporation (NFDC). Its web 
portal https://ffo.gov.in/en is India’s single window clearance and 
facilitation mechanism for international feature films, reality TV 
&, web series, commercial TV serials/shows and web shows/series 
that film in India.
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IN 2021, FFO’S MANDATE HAS BEEN 
EXPANDED TO INCLUDE CREATION 
OF AN ECOSYSTEM TO FACILITATE 

VARIOUS APPROVALS AND 
CLEARANCES REQUIRED IN SETTING 

UP OF THEATRES AND EXECUTION 
OF EVENTS BY EVENT MANAGEMENT 

AGENCIES AT STATE AND NATIONAL 
LEVEL.

As a result of  some serious efforts put in by FFO, as many as 138 
international projects (Feature Films, TV/Web shows and series) 
from across 33 countries have been accorded permissions to film in 
India. Out of  these, 13 projects were granted official co-production 
status by the Ministry of  I& B.

India has co-production and bilateral agreements with around 30 
countries across the world.

The government has also introduced a separate category of  Visa 
called Film (F) Visa, which is valid for one year, with multiple entry 
facility. It has simplified entry of  international filmmakers, cast & 
crew to film in India. It has been subsequently modified to include 
web shows/series and location recce for foreign filmmakers. Since 
2016, over 1265 F Visas have been issued.

“Under the Government’s ease of  doing business initiative, the FFO 
is the single window which assists in obtaining filming permissions. 
In this Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav we invite filmmakers to shoot in 
this beautiful landscape of  our country, from the mighty Himalayas 
in the North to the scenic temples and beaches of  Mahabalipuram,” 
says Dr L Murugan, Minister of  State for Information and 
Broadcasting and Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying.

 As many as 18 international projects were given permission 
during these pandemic times, thus showing the support given 
to filmmakers. The shoot of  the official Indo-Bangladesh co-
production Bangabandhu was successfully completed and currently 
crew members from France, US, UK, Nigeria, Canada etc. are in the 
process of  obtaining Film Visa to travel to India for shooting various 
projects. 

As the government has become an important stakeholder in the film 
ecosystem in India, the establishment of  FFO has ensured that the 
processes of  permissions and other support services become much 
faster and streamlined in India.

In 2021, FFO’s mandate has been expanded to include creation of  an 
ecosystem to facilitate various approvals and clearances required in 
setting up of  theatres and execution of  events by event management 
agencies at State and National level.
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Agarsen ki Baoli_390A4618

Gurudwara Bangla Sahib_390A4636

“The Film Facilitation Office has emerged as the one-stop solution for 
filming needs of  producers in India and abroad. It has helped almost 138 
film production companies to shoot in India from abroad. So I will urge all 
the film producers from abroad and within the country to reach out to the 
Film Facilitation Office of  NFDC to come and shoot in the beautiful locations 
of  India,” says Apurva Chandra, Secretary, Ministry of  Information and 
Broadcasting.

India is blessed with scenic locations, incredible cultural diversity, trained 
film crews and low production costs, which is coupled with film friendly 
policies. Owing to these advantages many overseas studios are increasingly 
entering into arrangements with producers in India to jointly produce films 
and television series. India also allows Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) upto 
100 percent for film and TV productions under the automatic route.

“We are committed towards the Ministry of  Information and Broadcasting’s 
initiative of  Filming in India under the Government of  India’s Ease of  Doing 
Business. NFDC through the FFO is constantly engaging with various 
Central Government Ministries/Departments and the State Governments 
to not only ease the filming process but also setting up a mechanism that 
will enable the FFO to address grievances pertaining to filming and track 
receipt of  incentives on behalf  of  filmmakers,” says Ravinder Bhakar MD, 
National Film Development Corporation and CEO, Central Board of  Film 
Certification.

He adds that filmmakers can apply for permits for location recce, shooting 
in monuments under the jurisdiction of  Archaeological Survey of  India and 
locations under the Ministry of  Railways at ease through the FFO. “We look 
forward to welcoming producers and production companies from across the 
world to shoot their Feature Films, TV and Web shows and series in India,” 
he says.

Recently, the FFO has implemented certain modifications in its web portal, 
which will further ensure ease of  filming in India. These modifications 
include simplification of  the application form to make it more user friendly 
for both domestic and international projects. A Document checklist is also 
being made available in the applicant’s dashboard to enable the applicant to 
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be prepared with all the required documents that needs to be uploaded as a 
part of  the application.

Incentive Tracking Mechanism has also been executed on the portal. 
It allows applicants to fill in a form to enable the FFO track the status of  
disbursement of  the incentive from the State Governments, on behalf  of  the 
applicant.

FFO has also put in place a shooting permission redressal / resolution 
mechanism. A form filled in by the applicant allows the FFO to intervene on 
behalf  of  the applicants and ensure the filming process is smooth and easy.

FFO: Adding Value to India’s Economy
The Film Facilitation Office (FFO) of  the Ministry of  I&B has added 
INR412.49 crores in terms of  economic value through facilitation of  
permissions since FY 2016-17. As of  today, out of  the 138 international 
projects, 82 have completed shooting in India; data on money spent 
was received informally from 69 projects that shows approximately 
INR412.49 crores has been spent in India by these 69 projects. Moreover, 
over 29,000 people were employed directly or indirectly in these 
productions.

As part emphasis on ease of  doing business, integration of  FFO and 
Archaeological Survey of  India (ASI) web portals has enabled a 
filmmaker to apply and get filming permission in ASI owned monuments 
through the FFO. This is a step towards creating a single window 
ecosystem for filming across various heritage sites/monuments. FFO 
has also integrated its website with the Ministry of  Railways to create 
an online application system. Domestic and International filmmakers 
can now apply for filming in areas under the Railway’s jurisdiction 
across India, through FFO portal.
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With the Delhi Film Policy - 2022 billed as a game changer 
in attracting filmmakers from all over the world, Delhi 
Tourism is at the 75th edition of Cannes Film Festivalto 
showcase Delhi and its creative potential for filmmakers 
across the globe. Swati Sharma, Secretary (Tourism) 
and MD & CEO of Delhi Tourism, discusses the key 
features of the new policy and Delhi’s enormous potential 
as aworld-class filming location Meet Delhi Tourism at 
Stand No 24.01 Palais
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What is your major objective 
at the Cannes Film Market 
this year?
Delhi Tourism is the nodal agency for 
facilitating film shootings in Delhi. 
We have unveiled an innovative and 
futuristic ‘Delhi Film Policy – 2022’, 
with the vision to create an enabling 
environment for inclusive tourism in 
Delhi. The Policy aims to brand Delhi 
as a national and international film 
shooting destination.

The development of  an entirely online 
single window clearance procedure – the 
e-Film clearance – is the most noticeable 
element of  the Delhi Film Policy. e-Film 
clearance will make the process of 
getting approvals easier, faster, more 
transparent, and more accessible.

Delhi has emerged as the preferred 
tourist and filmic destination for 
international and national filmmakers. 

Everyone is invited to come and shoot 
in Delhi because of  its rich cultural and 
historic past, archaeological wonders, 
and stunning locations. And, despite 
being a contemporary, global city, Delhi 
has wonderful monuments, including 
three UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
A muse for creators across the world, 
the national capital offers new talent, 
lower production costs and international 
connectivity. For us, the Festival de 
Cannes is an opportunity to showcase 
Delhi and its creative potential for film 
makers across the globe.

As an exhibitor at the Market 
in Paris what are you looking 
for? What is your message to 
global filmmakers at Cannes 
(from over 150 countries)?
You are the best storytellers in the 
world, and Delhi has a multitude of 
stories worth telling. We are committed 
to enabling creators to craft their 
narratives, staged on the ever-inspiring 
platform of  Delhi. As civilizations have 

AS CIVILIZATIONS HAVE 
ARRIVED AND LEFT AN 
EVERLASTING MARK ON 
DELHI, WE WISH THE 
FRATERNITY OF CREATORS 
AT THE ‘FESTIVAL DE 
CANNES’ EXPLORE THE 
INDIAN CAPITAL

Swati Sharma 
Secretary (Tourism) and  
MD & CEO of Delhi Tourism
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arrived and left an everlasting mark on 
Delhi, we wish the fraternity of  creators 
at the ‘Festival de Cannes’ explore the 
Indian Capital. Come and experience 
Delhi which has uniqueness that helps 
weave stories linking places and cities 
culturally together. Films were there, 
films are there and films will be there. 
In an increasingly digitized world, we 
are looking for your esteemed presence 
in Delhi to shoot films in an excellent 
environment.

What are the main features of 
Delhi Film Policy?                                                                           
The Delhi Film Policy – 2022 aims to 
promote artistic, creative, and cultural 
expressions; brand Delhi as a vibrant 
film shooting destination at national 
and international levels; build large film 
audiences; and create a skilled ecosystem 
in Delhi.
The key feature of  the Policy is the e-film 
clearance (a completely online single 
window clearance system), which brings 
together close to 25 agencies on one single 
platform for giving online approvals 
for film shootings. These stakeholder 
agencies are responsible for the upkeep 
and maintenance of  the shooting 
locations. When the nation is celebrating 
the 75 years of  India’s independence, 
Delhi Tourism is celebrating the event 
by making Ease of  Doing Film Business 
in Delhi hassle-free and contactless.
The Policy also brings with it incentives 
based on points earned on a scoring 
system. There are special incentives for 
foreign productions and sister cities.
Delhi will also be organizing the Delhi 
International Film Festival (DIFF) 
annually as a platform to promote 
Delhi as a preferred filming destination, 
where film fraternity from across the 
country and globally will be invited to 

the Festival.
Delhi would also establish Delhi 
Film Excellence Awards (DFEA) to 
acknowledge,honour and celebrate 
people who contribute to the growth and 
excellence of  Delhi film industry.

Delhi NCR has some of the 
best locales in the world. 
What according to you are the 
advantages of getting a film 
shot in Delhi? 
Delhi has the infrastructure to host 
filmmakers from India and around 
the world. Presence of  various ranges 
of  hotels and facilities of  transport, 
communication, film shooting 
equipment, and film processing 
make Delhi an enchanting shooting 
location. Trained, multi-skilled, multi-
dimensional manpower for cinema 
is available in Delhi, coupled with 
relatively low production costs. The 
Delhi International airport here is one of 
the top four airports in the world and is 
capable of  handling chartered flights and 

DELHI WILL ALSO BE 
ORGANIZING THE DELHI 
INTERNATIONAL FILM 
FESTIVAL (DIFF) ANNUALLY 
AS A PLATFORM TO 
PROMOTE DELHI AS A 
PREFERRED FILMING 
DESTINATION, WHERE 
FILM FRATERNITY FROM 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY 
AND GLOBALLY WILL BE 
INVITED TO THE FESTIVAL
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big international crews. Furthermore, 
Delhi Tourism facilitates all required 
permissions and assistance with film 
production in Delhi.
Many national and international 
filmmakers have already shot movies 
such as Jobs, Gandhi, 3 Idiots, Eat 
Pray Love, and many more, in Delhi in 
areas such as Connaught Place, famous 
monuments, and old Delhi alleys.

What are the protocols in 
place amidst COVID-19? Can 
filmmakers and producers do 
a recce and plan for shoot… 
Are film shoots allowed now 
for foreign filmmakers?
The Indian government follows world-
standard COVID-19 guidelines. As you 
are aware, the vast majority of  India’s 
population has been immunised with 
our two vaccinations, and we are fully 
in control and have effectively controlled 
the waves. Everyone is welcome to come 
to Delhi to explore and recce, and we 
will provide all necessary assistance. 
Yes, foreign filmmakers are permitted 
to shoot through the Film Facilitation 
Office, and Delhi Tourism is prepared to 
assist them in any way necessary.

Do you have any sops or 
incentives to offer to foreign 
film crews? Do they get 
concessions for staying in 
hotels?
Yes, in our Delhi Film Policy - 2022, we 
have kept a special provision for incentives 
and subsidies, especially with additional 
benefits for international filmmakers. 
The incentives make the Delhi Film Policy 
very appealing in addition to providing 
the right environment to shoot films. 
The Delhi Film Card provides additional 
support to filmmakers for reasonable 
accommodation facilities, transport, local 
professional crews along with safety and 
security and logistical support. 

Tell us more about the single 
window clearance developed 
under the new policy. 
The Delhi Film Policy offers an e-film 
clearance system (a completely online 
single window clearance system) 
through which an applicant can apply for 
filming permits in Delhi directly. e – Film 
Clearance would increase transparency, 
give time-bound approvals, and improve 
and speed up collaboration between 
stakeholders and production companies. 

The goal is to make doing business in the 
film industry in Delhi easier.

Do you have a panel of line 
producers on board?
Line producers are one of  the key 
stakeholders that Delhi Tourism is in 
constant touch with. We are interacting 
and taking regular input in order to 
better understand the requirements and 
streamline the shooting process.

Do you have a mechanism 
in place for film producers 
to contact when they face 
problems during a film shoot?
As the nodal agency, Delhi Tourism 
will arrange clearances and support 
the site alongside its stakeholder 
partners. For on-the-ground support and 
facilitation, our single window system 
will give boarding pass type approvals 
with contact information for the nodal 
personnel of  the respective sites.

What other initiatives do you 
have in store for the creative 
industry and filmmakers to 
engage with the city?
We will work as Partners in Growth with 
producers with the vision of ‘Get Connected 
and Get Engaged’. We would assist the 
producers in exploring and making 
films in the unparalleled archeology, 
architecture, and a cosmopolitan canvas, 
as well as utilizing local talent and filmic 
resources. Partnerships and connections 
will be forged with bodies, members and 
experts belonging to the film fraternity 
in India and abroad. Thus there will be 
exchange of ideas and branding of Delhi 
as an integral part of the Indian and 
global film family.

THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT 
FOLLOWS WORLD-
STANDARD COVID-19 
GUIDELINES. AS YOU 
ARE AWARE, THE VAST 
MAJORITY OF INDIA’S 
POPULATION HAS BEEN 
IMMUNISED WITH OUR 
TWO VACCINATIONS, AND 
WE ARE FULLY IN CONTROL   
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DISCOVER 
INDIA’S
BREATH-TAKING 

SHOOTING 
LOCALES

India, land of  beautiful locales and great 
talents, has reopened its doors for filming in 
India for global producers and studios. Film 

Facilitation Office (FFO), set up by the 
Ministry of  Information & Broadcasting in the 
National Film Development Corporation 

(NFDC), is currently accepting online 
applications for foreign producers to shoot in 

India
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AS A RESULT OF SOME SERIOUS 
EFFORTS PUT IN BY FFO, AS 

MANY AS 138 INTERNATIONAL 
PROJECTS (FEATURE FILMS, 

TV/WEB SHOWS AND SERIES) 
FROM ACROSS 33 COUNTRIES 

HAVE BEEN ACCORDED 
PERMISSIONS TO FILM IN INDIA. 

OUT OF THESE, 13 PROJECTS 
WERE GRANTED OFFICIAL CO-
PRODUCTION STATUS BY THE 

MINISTRY OF I&B.

There are few countries that can compete with India’s 
geographical and cultural diversity when it comes to filming 
in India. From the lofty snow-capped peaks of  the Himalayas 

to the sand dunes of  Rajasthan’s Thar Desert in North India and 
the sandy beaches of  Goa in the south, one can easily replicate the 
backdrops of  Mandarin China in Kolkata’s downtown, Afghanistan 
in the rugged mountains of  Ladakh, Jamaica in feisty Goa, and 
Arabian nights in Jodhpur.

India is the world’s largest film producer, producing approximately 
2,000 films per year. Its sheer size and the number of  films released 
each year have caused the world to take notice of  Indian cinema. 
It is now well established that a compelling story with universal 
themes has the ability to transcend borders. Indian films are 
made in a variety of  locations throughout the country, and each 
of  these filmmaking cities serves as a cinematic hub for one major 
language.

Mumbai, India’s film capital, is home to the Hindi film 
industry. Marathi-language films are also produced in the city, 
which is inextricably linked to Indian cinema history (along 
with neighbouring Pune). Chennai, Kolkata, Hyderabad, 
Thiruvananthapuram, Bangalore, Bhubaneswar, Guwahati, 
Patna, and Delhi NCR are other major Indian film production 
cities.

The Indian AVGC story is reaching a crescendo as international 
studios expand their presence in India, making it a hub for virtual 
production, post-production, visual effects, and graphics, and as 
storytellers weave intricate narratives with universal appeal.

India also has world-class production and post-production 
facilities, as well as skilled labour, and when these benefits are 
combined with a transparent and responsive government-backed 
system for obtaining various shooting permits, it has the potential 
to greatly enhance the beauty of  filming in India.

As the world’s largest filmmaking country emerges from the 
COVID-19 pandemic, it intends to focus on making it easier 
for international filmmakers to explore this beautiful country 
while also utilising low-cost and highly skilled film production 
professionals to add global appeal to their stories.
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India gives filmmakers a one-of-a-kind 
opportunity to shoot snow, desert storm, 
and rain all at once. This vast landmass 
is also home to a diverse population 
of  people of  various faiths, castes, and 
creeds. It is a truly multilingual and multi-
ethnic country that provides an excellent 
backdrop for a filmmaker and scriptwriter 
to paint their stories with various hues and 
colours
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IN 2021, FFO’S MANDATE HAS BEEN 
EXPANDED TO INCLUDE CREATION 
OF AN ECOSYSTEM TO FACILITATE 

VARIOUS APPROVALS AND 
CLEARANCES REQUIRED IN SETTING 

UP OF THEATRES AND EXECUTION 
OF EVENTS BY EVENT MANAGEMENT 

AGENCIES AT STATE AND NATIONAL 
LEVEL.

The Indian subcontinent’s 
topography is unique. On 
one side you have mighty 

Himalayas in the lot from Hindu 
Kush, and in the south-west the 
subcontinent stretches to Malabar 
coast, Western and Eastern 
ghats—the two long coastlines in 
this peninsula along the Arabian 
Sea and also Bay of  Bengal which 
seamlessly mingle with Indian 
Ocean. India has lush green 
Gangetic plain and many hill 
tracks and meandering valleys 
in between. The country’s river 
system with rivers like Ganga, 
Brahmaputra, Krishna and 
Kaveri is the hotspot of  all kinds 
of  cultural activities. Then the 
country has the largest mangrove 
forest in the world shared both by 
India and Bangladesh. When you 
go to Rajasthan, you find desert, 
which mingles with the Rann of  
Kutch, a large area of  salt marshes 
that span the border between India 
and Pakistan. India’s natural 
beauty is absolutely unbelievable. 

When you look at the climate, 
you have sub-zero temperatures 
and somewhere in between you 
find very warm country and 
also Monsoon. It gives a unique 
opportunity to filmmakers to shoot 
snow, Desert Storm, and rain, all 
in one go. This huge landmass is 
also inhabited by a vast population 
from different faiths, caste and 
creed. It is truly multilingual and 
multi-ethnic country that offers 
a great landscape to a filmmaker 
and the scriptwriter to paint their 
stories with different hues and 
colours.
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Gangtok, Paragliding_390A1874

TOP 

FILMING DESTINATIONS 
OF INDIA
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Adjudged the ‘Most Film 
Friendly State’ of  India in 2019 
at the recently-concluded 67th 

National Film Awards, Sikkim offers 
picturesque locations like Yumthang 
Valley, Lachung, Gnathang Valley, 
numerous Buddhist monasteries 
and pristine glacial lakes that 
make for a perfect place to shoot 
a film. The small Himalayan state 
with its mesmerizing natural 
splendors coupled with an investor-
friendly policy to make the work 
of  filmmakers easy is extremely 
alluring.

With its own brief  history of  cinema, 
attracting prominent filmmakers 
like Satyajit Ray and Dev Anand, 
Sikkim has made several attractive 

provisions to have a friendly film 
shooting environment for the 
producers and directors and also 
for the local filmmakers. The state 
is also working towards setting up 
a film city. Over the past few years, 
the state, especially the picturesque 
northern district, has served as 
the perfect backdrop of  several 
Bollywood films and many regional 
films. 

On the policy front, Sikkim offers all 
permits/permissions and paperwork 
through a single window system. The 
state government has also identified, 
catalogued and developed promising 
potential shooting locations, which 
have aesthetic and cinematic appeal. 

SIKKIM
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Amarkantak, Narmada Temple_194A8352Winner of  Indian 
government’s national 
award for the Most Film 

Friendly State in 2017, the ‘heart of  
India’, Madhya Pradesh, offers a 
wide variety of  locales, eliminating 
the role of  a set designer. From 
famous forts, marble rocks of  
Bheraghat, to the green hills of  
Pachmarhi, the options are rich and 
many. The temples of  Khajuraho are 
UNESCO world heritage sites.

The state has made considerable 
efforts towards easing filming in the 
state by creating a well-structured 
website, film friendly infrastructure, 
offering incentives, maintaining 
databases, undertaking marketing 
and promotional initiatives.

Initiatives taken by state for 
simplification of  film production 
include appointment of  Madhya 
Pradesh State Tourism Development 
Corporation (MPSTDC) as the nodal 
agency for film shooting clearance, 
incentives and subsidies in the 

state.  The tourism department also 
coordinates with other departments 
to obtain legal mandatory 
permissions needed for producers. 
MPSTDC offers discounts at state 
owned hotels and free of  charge 
shooting at selected locations. The 
state also offers capital investment 
subsidy ranging from Rs 3-5 crores 
for creation of  infrastructure along 
with installation of  equipment to 
establish film studio, film making, 
museum, aquarium, and theme 
parks.

MADHYA PRADESH
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Amarkantak, Narmada Temple_194A8352

This state has the Silicon City 
of  India and a whole array 
of  health spas. A range of  

architecture depicted through its 
palaces, temples, mausoleums, 
monuments and ruins. Sanctuaries, 
national parks and waterfalls, along 
with endless beaches, scenic hills 
and modern cityscapes are abundant 
here.

The state has come up with the 
Karnataka Animation Visual 
Effects, Gaming and Comics Policy 
(KAVGC) 2017-2022 that addresses 
skill development, infrastructure 
growth, ecosystem expansion, 
marketing support as well as 
financial concessions and incentives.  

The policy has been promoting 
exports by attracting global 
production, while at the same time 
providing impetus to indigenous 
productions in terms of  original 
IP and short films and start-ups in 
areas such as game development, 
virtual reality, augmented reality 

and educational technology.

In terms of  infrastructure, the state 
is committed to set up a world-class 
AVGC infrastructure. Karnataka 
has launched India’s first centre 
of  excellence for AVGC fully 
equipped with a post-production 
lab (comprising an incubator, game 
testing facilities, render farm, etc.) 
and state-of-the-art equipment.

Home to excellent shooting 
locales such as Bangalore, Coorg, 
Gangavathi, Udupi, Badami Caves 
and Balmuri Falls,among others, 
the state has been promoting 
filmmaking through organisation 
of  Bengaluru International Film 
Festival (BIFFESl), Innovative 
International Film Festival, Abstract 
Synergies International Short Film 
Festival and Karnataka State Film 
Awards.

KARNATAKA

S
ikkim

Karnataka
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Tamil Nadu has a lot on its 
platter to offer. While the 
green fields of  Pollachi, 

heavenly falls of  Hogenakkal or the 
misty magic of  Ooty and Kodaikanal 
offer a visual treat to the eyes, the 
temples of  Madurai, or the beaches 
of  Rameshwaram and Kanyakumari 
take one to a different world 
altogether.

Committed to provide world-class 
film production infrastructure, the 
state government has upgraded 
infrastructure at the M.G.R. Film 
City by setting up an animation and 
visual effects studio, renovating 
dubbing theatres, constructing 
hostels, etc.

The incentives offered by Tamil 
Nadu include grant of  subsidy of  Rs. 
7 lakhs to quality low-budget Tamil 
films with social commitment; film 
awards to the best Tamil feature 
films, best actors, best actresses and 
technicians to encourage the Tamil 
Film Industry; another special 

prize of  Rs. 1.25 lakh, along with a 
memento and a certificate is awarded 
to a Tamil film which portrays the 
dignity of  women; a five sovereign 
gold pendant, a memento and a 
certificate are presented to the best 
actors, actresses and technicians. 

 Awards are also given to Best 
Dubbing Artistes (both male and 
female), Best Character Artistes 
(both male and female), Best Comedy 
Artistes (both male and female). 
The artistes appearing in television 
programmes are also honoured. 
Small Screen Awards are presented 
every year to Best Tele Serial, actors, 
actresses and technicians too.

TAMIL NADU
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ikkim
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Road to Kalpa, Kinnaur_390A5228
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From hills to mountains, capped 
by snowy peaks; punctuated by 
passes and glaciers, Himachal 

Pradesh has an abundance of  
parks, rich with flora and fauna and 
regions that experience temperature 
extremes. Himachal Pradesh had 
always been a popular destination 
for film industry and had been 
attracting film makers for the last 
six decades. Himachal has several 
scenic locations which are ideal to 
the film makers especially in the 
remote belts and the government 
is making all-out efforts to develop 
these sites to facilitate the tourists 
and film makers.

Incentives offered by Himachal 
Pradesh include 100% tax exemption 
to films shot in the state; Rs. 10 lakhs 
provided to interested film makers 
who can work in the folk dialects 
of  Himachal and Hindi, Sanskrit, 
Urdu and English languages. This 
includes documentaries of  more 
than 26 minutes and animation 
films of  more than 10 minutes; 

complimentary facilities and 
rebates extended to film makers 
availing government facilities like 
accommodation, transportation and 
equipment.

Familiarization (FAM) tours for 
foreign filmmakers is also be 
facilitated by the support of  the state 
government.

To promote Himachal Pradesh as 
a major destination for promoting 
film making, a film tourism policy 
is on the anvil. The government 
is also exploring possibilities of  
setting up of  film studio in the 
state for promoting film tourism. 
Organising Film events and festivals 
like International Film Festival of  
Shimla, Free Spirit Film Festival 
– Dharamshala and Dharamshala 
International Film Festival.

HIMACHAL PRADESH 

Road to Kalpa, Kinnaur_390A5228
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baag-e-bahu-jammu-j&K-1B8A8581Jammu and Kashmir has been 
a paradise for film shooting for 
its mesmerizing natural beauty 

and unparalleled scenic landscapes. 
The entertainment industry in 
Jammu and Kashmir took a beating 
in the past couple of  decades despite 
having a great potential to become a 
world class film shooting destination, 
but all that is changing now with 
government focusing on the revival 
of  cinema halls and developing 
infrastructure for multiple kinds 
of  entertainment. Besides security, 
which the government is taking care 
of, common pre and post production 
facilities like small studios are also 
being planned in the state so that 
low budget films can also be shot in 
Jammu and Kashmir.

The initiatives taken by the state also 
include Single window clearance 
system for granting permission for 
shooting films within seven days in 
Kashmir; promoting filming location 
through  a Film Tourism Promotion 
Committee;  waiver of  taxes for films 

shot in the state;  and organising film 
events and festivals like Kashmir 
World Film Festival, Kashmir 
International Film Festival, Jammu 
and Kashmir Festival.

Since M&E sector has a natural 
potential for the state, the 
government is planning a mini film 
city that would have world-class 
film production infrastructure, and 
would actually anchor filmmakers 
and provide them a single touch 
point from where all their issues will 
be resolved.

JAMMU & KASHMIR
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